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AUTOMATION
WORLD REACH
Automation World is the leading media brand for reaching
today’s industrial automation professionals.
Connect with executive management, operations,
engineering, and IT professionals in discrete and
batch manufacturing and the process industries. Our
knowledgeable and unbiased editorial coverage focuses on
successful implementations of automation. We keep our
readers informed about products, technologies and strategies;
software; safety; and the management of assets, information
and energy. Our acclaimed content, focusing on “the how and
why of manufacturing automation” attracts your customers
across a variety of channels for increasing your brand
awareness and generating leads.
HOW DO WE REACH 280,000+ PROFESSIONALS?
- 50,000 professionals via our print magazine
(plus 5,000+ digital edition subscribers)
- 60,000+ unique visitors to our website
- 46,000 engaged email subscribers (121,000 accessible via the PMMI Audience Network)
- 39,000+ professionals across a variety of social media platforms
Additionally, our PMMI Audience Network products make our entire e-database accessible via
targeted branding ads, video pre-roll and social media ads. Our Audience Network is an ideal
solution for connecting with precisely targeted groups of professionals as they engage online. Your
message will display to your target prospect via 100,000+ brand-safe websites and/or Facebook and
LinkedIn. See additional information about the unique benefit of reaching your customers on the Web,
with the PMMI Audience Network.
CHOOSE AN INTEGRATED PROGRAM FOR LARGEST REACH
Our three broad channels offer distinct audiences with relatively little overlap! Automation World’s
magazine, Web and email deliver largely unduplicated exposure for your marketing message. Choose
integrated ad program to get in front of the largest possible audience for your products and services.
Learn more » zigma.pmmi.org/aw
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EDITED FOR
YOUR CUSTOMERS
Edited by knowledgeable journalists who have a keen understanding of manufacturing and
automation technologies, Automation World explores the “how and why of manufacturing automation”
for plant managers, engineers, operations and IT experts and professionals in the executive suite. We
cover the success of manufacturing through the implementation of automation, showcasing best
practices and solutions for systems, software, networks and control products at the highest level.

TARGETS & TECHNOLOGIES
Automation World is edited specifically for professionals in:
• Engineering • Operations • Integration / Consulting
• Information Technology • Procurement

Covering These Technologies:
• 3D Printing/Additive Manufacturing
• Actuators
• Advanced Process Control
• Augmented Reality / Virtual Reality
• Asset Management Software & Systems
• Big Data analytics
• Cables & Connectors
• Cloud Computing
• Cybersecurity
• Data Acquisition/Historians
• Data Analytics
• DCS
• Digital Twin
• Drives
• Edge Computing
• Embedded Systems
• Encoders
• ERP
• Fieldbuses
• HMI hardware and software
• I/O
• Industrial Computers
• Industrial Ethernet
• Industrial PCs
• Instrumentation

• Internet of Things
• Interoperability
• Mechatronics
• Networking components
• MES/MOM
• Modeling
• Motion Control
• Motors
• Network Protocols
• PACs/PLCs
• Power Supplies
• Production Management Software
• Product Lifecycle Management
• Quality systems
• Robotics
• Safety Networks
• Safety Programmable Controllers
• SCADA
• Sensors
• Simulation
• Supply Chain
• Vision Systems
• Wireless
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EDITORIAL CALENDAR
JANUARY 2020 - JUNE 2020
ISSUE &
CLOSING DATES
JANUARY
Ad closing:
12/17/2019
Materials due:
1/3/2020

FEBRUARY
Ad closing:
1/17/2020
Materials due:
1/24/2020

MARCH
Ad closing:
2/14/2020
Materials due:
2/21/2020

APRIL
Ad closing:
3/16/2020
Materials due:
3/20/2020

MAY
Ad closing:
4/15/2020
Materials due:
4/22/2020

JUNE
Ad closing:
5/15/2020
Materials due:
5/22/2020

EDITORIAL
COVERAGE

BONUS DISTRIBUTION
& INDUSTRY EVENTS

• Remote Asset Management
• E-Commerce Effect on Automation Strategies
• Factory/Discrete Manufacturing
• Leaders in Automation
•T
 opics covered in the feature articles above: Device Connectivity,
Security, Digital/Smart Manufacturing, Factory Automation
• Autonomous Mobile Robots
• Open Source: How its Changing Automation Technologies
• Batch Processing
•T
 opics covered in feature articles above: Safety, Mobility,
Process Aut., Dig./Smart Mfg,, Device Con., Motion/Motors/Drives

• Virtual Assistants in Manufacturing
• Survey: Where Ethernet Isn’t Update (2016)
• Continuous Processing
• Industrial Internet of Things Supplement
•T
 opics covered in feature articles above:
Networking, Device Connectivity, Process Automation, Mobility, Security

ARC Advisory Forum
February 3, Orlando
(January Issue)

PACK EXPO East
March 3-5, Philadelphia
(February issue)

• Aligning Cybersecurity & Safety
• When VFDs Replace PLCs
• Factory/Discrete Manufacturing
• Product Selection Handbook
•T
 opics covered in feature articles above: Motion/Motors/Drives
Mobility, Safety,Networking, Factory Automation, Security
• What is Loop and How Will it Affect Automation Choices?
• The Impact of Pub/Sub on Industrial Networking
• Batch Processing
• Industrial Internet of Things Supplement
•T
 opics covered in feature articles above: Networking,
Digital/Smart Manufacturing, Process Automation, Security
• How Automation Advances Are Changing Conveyance
• Survey: Quality Update (2016)
• Continuous Processing
•T
 opics covered in feature articles above: Device Connectivity, Motion/
Motors/Drives, Process Automation
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EDITORIAL CALENDAR
JULY 2020 - DECEMBER 2020
ISSUE &
CLOSING DATES
JULY
Ad closing:
6/15/2020
Materials due:
6/19/2020

AUGUST
Ad closing:
7/17/2020
Materials due:
7/24/2020

SEPTEMBER
Ad closing:
8/17/2020
Materials due:
8/21/2020

OCTOBER
Ad closing:
9/17/2020
Materials due:
9/23/2020

NOVEMBER
Ad closing:
10/16/2020
Materials due:
10/23/2020

DECEMBER
Ad closing:
11/13/2020
Materials due:
11/20/2020

EDITORIAL
COVERAGE

BONUS DISTRIBUTION
& INDUSTRY EVENTS

• 5G and Its Impact on Automation Decisions
• Automation Advances to Develop Best Practice Data (Andon) Displays
• Factory/Discrete Manufacturing
•T
 opics covered in feature articles above: Factory Aut., Digital/Smart
Mfg, Device Connectivity, Mobility, HMI, Networking, Safety, Security

• Data Quality
• IT/OT Convergence with TSN Update - Future of Protocols
• Batch Processing
• Industrial Internet of Things Supplement
•T
 opics covered in feature articles above: Device Connectivity,
Digital/Smart Manufacturing, Process Aut., Networking, Security
• Making Sense of the Data Analytics Market
• New Automation Supplier Service Model
• Continuous Processing
•T
 opics covered in feature articles above: Digital/Smart Manufacturing,
Process Automation, HMI, Networking

• When the Network Becomes the Center of Automation
• Survey: Sustainability (2016)
• Factory/Discrete Manufacturing
• Product Selection and Applied Technology Handbook
•T
 opics covered in feature articles above: Device Connectivity, Security,
HMI, Networking, Factory Automation
• Next-Gen Controllers
• Cobot Applications
• Batch Processing
• Industrial Internet of Things Supplement
•T
 opics covered in feature articles above: Motion/Motors/Drives, Networking, Digital/Smart Mfg., Safety, Process Automation

PACK EXPO International
November 8-11, Chicago
(October Issue)
SPS
November 24-26,
Nuremberg

• Connecting Factories
• Augmented Reality Applications
• Continuous Processing
•T
 opics covered in feature articles above: Digital/Smart Manufacturing,
Motion/Motors/Drives, Process Automation, Device Connectivity, HMI,
Mobility, Networking, Security
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DIGITAL CALENDAR
JANUARY 2020 - JUNE 2020
E-MEDIA

JANUARY

FEBRUARY

MARCH

APRIL

MAY

JUNE

ALL INDUSTRIES
Editorial
Webinar/
Podcast Topics

Motors

Cybersecurity

Controller/IPCs

MES/Historian
Resurgence

Industrial
Networks

Beyond
Maintenance:
AR&VR

Automation
Focus

3 editions

3 editions

3 editions

3 editions

3 editions

4 editions

News Insights

2 editions

2 editions

2 editions

2 editions

2 editions

2 editions

Product
Insights

2 editions

2 editions

2 editions

2 editions

2 editions

2 editions

Best of Blogs

1 edition

1 edition

1 edition

1 edition

1 edition

1 edition

Automation
Skills

1 edition

1 edition

1 edition

1 edition

1 edition

1 edition

IIoT Focus

1 edition

System
Integrator

1 edition

1 edition

1 edition

2 editions

2 editions

1 edition
1 edition

1 edition

1 edition

DISCRETE
Editorial
Webinar/
Podcast Topics

Discrete
Manufacturing
Application

Factory
Automation

2 editions

Discrete
Manufacturing
Application
2 editions

2 editions

2 editions

CONTINUOUS
Editorial
Webinar/
Podcast Topics
Continuous
Process

Continuous
Process
Application
1 edition

Continuous
Process
Application

1 edition

1 edition

BATCH

Food,
Bev & Pharma

Batch
Manufacturing/
Processing
Application

Batch
Manufacturing/
Processing
Application

Editorial
Webinar/
Podcast Topics
2 editions

2 editions

2 editions

2 editions

2 editions

2 editions
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DIGITAL CALENDAR
JULY 2020 - DECEMBER 2020
E-MEDIA

JULY

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

ALL INDUSTRIES
Editorial
Webinar/
Podcast Topics

HMI/SCADA/
Visualization

Designing
Production
for Energy
Efficiency

Sensors

Edge/Fog vs
Cloud

Robots

Motion
Control

Automation
Focus

3 editions

3 editions

3 editions

3 editions

3 editions

2 editions

News Insights

2 editions

2 editions

2 editions

2 editions

2 editions

2 editions

Product
Insights

2 editions

2 editions

2 editions

2 editions

2 editions

2 editions

Best of Blogs

1 edition

1 edition

1 edition

1 edition

1 edition

1 edition

Automation
Skills

1 edition

1 edition

1 edition

1 edition

1 edition

1 edition

IIoT Focus

1 edition

System
Integrator

1 edition

1 edition

1 edition

2 editions

2 editions

1 edition
1 edition

1 edition

1 edition

DISCRETE
Editorial
Webinar/
Podcast Topics

Discrete
Manufacturing
Application

Factory
Automation

2 editions

Discrete
Manufacturing
Application
2 editions

2 editions

2 editions

CONTINUOUS
Editorial
Webinar/
Podcast Topics
Continuous
Process

Continuous
Process
Application
1 edition

Continuous
Process
Application

1 edition

1 edition

BATCH

Food,
Bev & Pharma

Batch
Manufacturing/
Processing
Application

Batch
Manufacturing/
Processing
Application

Editorial
Webinar/
Podcast Topics
2 editions

2 editions

2 editions

2 editions

2 editions

2 editions
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PRINT AD SPECS
Print ad specifications
for Automation
World print
editions
listed below. For ad closing
PMMI Media
Group
Print
AdareSpecifications
and materials due dates, please see the “Editorial Calendar.”

AUTOMATION WORLD
Ad Shape
Two Page Spread
1/2 Horizontal Spread
Full Page
(Includes Cover Tip On)
2/3 Vertical
1/2 Vertical
1/2 Horizontal
1/2 Island
1/3 Vertical
1/3 Horizontal
1/3 Square
1/4 Page
1/6 Page
Cover Corner Cut
(Triangle - Upper Right)

Bleed Dimensions
(W x H - Inches)
18.25 x 11.125
18.25 x 5.5

Trim Size
(W x H - Inches)
18 x 10.875
18 x 5.25

Safe Area
(W x H - Inches)
17.5 x 10.375
17.5 x 4.75

9.25 x 11.125

9 x 10.875

8.5 x 10.375

5.375 x 11.125
4.625 x 11.125
9.25 x 5.5
5.375 x 8.625
3.25 x 11.125
9.25 x 3.875
5.375 x 5.5
4.625 x 5.5
3.25 x 5.5

5.125 x 10.875
4.375 x 10.875
9 x 5.25
5.125 x 8.375
3 x 10.875
9 x 3.625
5.125 x 5.25
4.375 x 5.25
3 x 5.25

4.625 x 10.375
3.875 x 10.375
8.5 x 4.75
4.625 x 7.875
2.5 x 10.375
8.5 x 3.125
4.625 x 4.75
3.875 x 4.75
2.5 x 4.75

2.375 x 2.375

2.125 x 2.125

1.875 x 1.875
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PRINT AD CREATION
& SUBMISSION
Contact Information: Ad production questions can be directed to George Shurtleff, Automation
World Production Manager at 800-355-5595 x1170 or gshurtleff@pmmimediagroup.com.
Printed Inserts: Contact Automation World Production Manager George Shurtleff at 312-2221010 x 1170 or gshurtleff@pmmimediagroup.com.
Supplement Ad Specs: AW’s Industrial Ethernet supplement page size is smaller than our
monthly issue. For ad size information for the supplement, please see Supplement Ad Specs at
PMMIMediaGroup.com/sites/default/files/AW/2014/AW_supp_ad_specs.pdf
Printing specifications: Follow SWOP recommended standards.
Artwork: Any necessary art or copy preparation may be billed to advertiser.
Accepted document formats: Please submit all print files in PDF/X-1a format or higher. High
resolution EPS or TIFF files are also acceptable. See details at right. Please be certain your ad size
is correct and that the image bleeds 1/8”, if necessary.
Fonts: Include PostScriptTM fonts–both screen and printer. To reduce errors, we strongly
recommend the use of preflight software. If possible, please embed fonts in the file.
Images: Include all placed images, making sure that each is in CMYK mode,
300 dpi and saved as a TIFF or an EPS.
Proof: In compliance with PMMI Media Group policy, you are required to submit a SWOP 3
certified proof. By choosing not to supply a SWOP certified proof with this ad submission, the
color reproduction of the ad will be based on industry standard best practices to achieve as
accurate color as possible from the supplied digital file.
Submit your ad via our online ad portal, Send My Ad. We will set you up with a Send My Ad
profile so you can easily submit your ad(s) through a direct materials upload link.
PDF Creation Specifications
• PDF files should be saved as PDF-X1a format or above.
• Embed all fonts when possible.
• Make sure all RGB and spot colors are converted to CMYK.
• Do not use JPEG compression or native Photoshop files.
• Make sure all images within the ad are 300 dpi and CMYK.
• When creating a bleed advertisement, make sure all important material is within live space
and that the bleed size extends on all sides of the ad.
Adobe InDesign File Requirements
• InDesign CS5.5 and earlier accepted
• ALL linked artwork must be included in either vector based form (such as for logos),
or 300 dpi resolution for rasterized images.
• Linked artwork must be saved in CMYK color mode.
• PMS or spot colors must be converted to CMYK.
• Fonts must NOT be converted to outlines.
• Please provide ALL fonts used within ads
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LEADERS IN AUTOMATION
Leadership in Automation offers excellent
print and online visibility for suppliers to
the automation marketplace. This exclusive
program features prominent, year-round
exposure on AutomationWorld.com.
OUR SIGNATURE BRANDING PROGRAM
From January through September, we’ll invite individuals to vote for their favorite
automation supplier, in a variety of categories. As a participant in LEADERSHIP IN
AUTOMATION, your company can be one of the candidates for whom automation
professionals will vote. Your Profile Page is one more way to raise awareness of your
company! (The survey asks automation professionals to type in their company selections
with unaided recall.)
At the end of the program year, votes will be tabulated and Leadership in Automation
First Team Honorees will be recognized in the January issue of Automation World. As a
supplier candidate, you can also encourage your customers and colleagues to vote for your
company!
Our next LEADERSHIP IN AUTOMATION program begins with the January issue;
reservations are due mid-December. All companies running a full-page ad (or equivalent
in fractionals) in January Automation World will receive a free Leadership in Automation
Profile Page in January, and will receive year-round exposure on AutomationWorld.com, as
detailed below.
DUE DATES
Program Reservation: December 17, 2019
Ad Materials: January 3, 2020

Promote with Your Custom Widget!
As a LEADERSHIP IN AUTOMATION participant, you can use customized widgets
that drive traffic to your Company Profile from any Web page. Just send us your
logo and tell us what sizes you’ll need.
YOU TUBE AMPLIFY
Drive more views of your YouTube videos with YouTube Amplify. This
program pulls from your YouTube library, displaying related videos throughout
AutomationWorld.com.
Learn more about YouTube Amplify: pmmimediagroup.com/aw/youtube-amplify
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LEADERS IN AUTOMATION
Don’t miss this opportunity to position your company in front of industrial automation
buyers as they are searching for solution providers. Here are the program benefits that
qualifying advertisers will receive at no additional charge:

ADVERTISER BENEFITS – LEADERSHIP IN AUTOMATION
MEDIUM

DESCRIPTION

DISTRIBUTION

Print
Company Profile

Company Profile in the January issue. Detailed, full-page profile
on your company, including company logo. (A PDF of your profile
is provided for your own promotions.)

54,000+ in January
(magazine circulation)

Web
Company Profile

Enhanced Company Profile on AutomationWorld.com with your logo,
company profile and promotional content about your company.

AutomationWorld.com receives
60,000+ site visits/month (Zigma)

Web
Home Page Link

Permanent company name link on the AutomationWorld.com
home page.

AutomationWorld.com receives
60,000+ site visits/month (Zigma)

Video
YouTube Amplify

Drive more views of your YouTube videos with YouTube Amplify

This program pulls from your
YouTube library, displaying
related videos throughout
AutomationWorld.com

Web
Contextual Trigger

Permanent company name link with pop-up data card displayed
prominently on category pages and articles that correspond to
your product category. Data card contains your logo, photo of
key contact (e.g., CEO or VP/Sales & Marketing), editor-written
enticement copy, a link to your profile and a link to your website.

Traffic varies by category; Website
receives 60,000+ unique monthly
visitors. (Zigma)

Promotional
Support

Use of the Leadership in Automation logo on your collateral and
website. Learn more about your custom widget in the sidebar.

Learn more and see samples » PMMIMediaGroup.com/aw/leadership-automation
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IIOT QUARTERLY
SUPPLEMENT
If your company
supplies the IIoT marketplace, you won’t
want to miss AW’s popular quarterly
supplement on the Industrial Internet of
Things.
While many of the concepts, technologies
and devices that comprise the IIoT
have been in existence for some time,
advancements in interoperability, cloud
computing and Big Data are bringing the
practical benefits into clearer focus for
industrial customers.
Our quarterly print supplement and
companion e-book and newsletter cover
topics such as: interoperability, mobility, cloud computing, Big Data, analytics, internet
services, applications, software and control systems, wired and wireless networks, HMIs,
mobile computing, sensors, instrumentation, test, measurement and other devices that can
share data between the field, the factory floor and upper level management.
Published in March, May, August and November in 2020.
(Please see editorial calendar for closing dates.)

SUPPLEMENT ADVERTISER BENEFITS
MEDIUM

DESCRIPTION

Print

Print Supplement – Mailed to 30,000 qualified automation professionals, as a
print supplement to Automation World magazine.

Web

Companion E-book (included with print ad) – Emailed to the entire AW e-list, with
lead generation. Receive contact info of all who open the e-book.

Web

IIoT Focus Newsletter (package upgrade) – Emailed to the entire AW e-list.
Affordably priced for print supplement advertisers, this companion newsletter is
comprised of supplier-provided videos and white papers. Great for branding and
lead generation; receive contact info of all who click on your item.
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PROMOTE YOUR
MARKET LEADERSHIP
AW’s Product Selection and Applied
Technology Handbook offers an opportunity to
promote your market leadership adjacent our
curated content, divided into topic areas.

PROD
UCT S
ELECT
ION A
ND

As a Handbook advertiser, your ad appears
adjacent your topic area. The handbook
is printed and mailed to select automation
professionals and is also produced as a digital
edition and pushed out to our e-database.
Names and contact information of individuals
who download the Handbook are shared with all
Handbook advertisers.

APPLIE
D TEC
HNOL
OGY H
ANDB
OOK 2
019

2020 Handbook Schedule
April Handbook closes March 6
October Handbook closes September 10

HANDBOOK ADVERTISER BENEFITS
MEDIUM

DESCRIPTION

Print

Print Handbook - Mailed to 30,000 qualified automation
professionals. Align your brand with a specific product, topic
or market; each section has an exclusive sponsor.

Web

Companion Digital Handbook - Emailed to the entire
AW e-list, with lead generation. Receive contact info
of all who open the Handbook.
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DIGITAL ADVERTISING
Automation World’s digital products deliver the content, audience and results that today’s industrial
marketers demand. Whether you need broad exposure to brand your products and company, or
precise targeting to generate interest and leads, we have the products to support your marketing
objectives throughout the marketing funnel. Reach your customers online with:
- Web advertising, including banners, video and native advertising
- Newsletters - Automation World single or multi-sponsor editions
- E-blasts including white papers and videos
- PMMI Audience Network products, including
- Targeted Branding Ads
- Video Pre-roll
- Social Media Ads
Learn more about our online audience »: zigma.pmmi.org/aw/index.html

SPECS
ACCEPTED FORMATS
For all Ad Types: flash, jpeg, gif, animated gif (For all ad types, third-party ad tags are accepted.)
PREPARING YOUR VIDEO
Video Specs
Length: Recommended 2 to 3 minutes.
Format: Any popular video format accepted (mpeg, AVI, MOV, etc.)
File size: Bigger than 10 MB and smaller than 1 GB. We’ll convert and optimize for Web streaming.
Flash Options
If you supply your ad in Flash format, you must also supply a backup ad in either JPEG or GIF format. Our
ad server automatically detects devices which don’t accept Flash and displays the backup ad accordingly.
Adobe offers tools to convert Flash ads to HTML5.
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WEB DISPLAY ADS
LEADERBOARD (A)
Location: Horizontal at top of page
Dimensions (px):
728 x 90 (medium)
970 x 90 (large)
320 x 50 (mobile)

SKYSCRAPER (B)
Location: Vertical right rail of page
Dimensions (px):
300 x 600)

MEDIUM IMU (C)
Location: Alternates between two positions in
the river of news
Dimensions (px):
300 x 250

Additional content. See website.

FLEXI
Location: Alternates among all three positions
(Leaderboard, Skyscraper and IMU
Dimensions (px):
All

DEFINE YOUR TARGET
Target by Geography – We can configure your ad impressions to be served exclusively to visitors from
specific states or countries.
Target by Content – Be seen alongside relevant content. We’ll display your IMU within the article
section, based on the content tags you select and for a defined time frame, mutually agreed upon and
exclusive for one advertiser.
Retargeting - We’ll display your Web ad to individuals who visit Automationworld.com. Your message
will appear across a network of 100,000+ brand-safe websites.
Learn more » pmmimediagroup.com/aw/web-display-ads
Native Ads - Unlike traditional online display, native ads appear within the editorial section or body of
the article. This placement increases the odds that your customers will see your message.
Learn more » pmmimediagroup.com/aw/native-ads
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NEWSLETTER CHOICES
Newsletter advertising puts your message in front of tens of thousands of professionals who work
with industrial automation products and technologies. Reserve early for the best selection.
Distribution shown is the minimum circulation. To provide optimum response and to maintain
the best possible sender reputation, Automation World routinely emails to ONLY engaged readers.
Engaged readers are individuals who have opened an email from us within the last six months.
Learn more and see samples » PMMIMediaGroup.com/aw/newsletter-comparisons

ALL INDUSTRIES
NEWSLETTER

DISTRIBUTION

Automation
News Insights

42,000
(Twice each
month)

Automation
Product
Insights

42,000
(Twice each
month)

Automation
World’s
Best of Blogs

42,000
(Monthly)

Automation
Skills

42,000
(Monthly)

Automation
Focus

38,000
(Up to three
times monthly)

System
Integrators

13,000
(Monthly)

DESCRIPTION
From AW News Department; insights and analysis
from Automation World journalists

From AW New Product Department; latest innovations
in automation products

A roundup of insights for engineering, IT and
operations professionals, featuring popular recent
posts and discussions

From AW Editors; perspectives on automation
strategies

Sponsored content including white papers and videos.
Multi-sponsor newsletter.

Top Blogs from the Control System Integrators
Association.

(Newsletter circulation fluctuates; figures updated July 2019.)
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NEWSLETTER CHOICES
Learn more and see samples » PMMIMediaGroup.com/aw/newsletter-comparisons

INDUSTRY SEGMENTS
NEWSLETTER

Continuous
Processing

Food, Bev &
Pharma

Factory
Automation

DISTRIBUTION

DESCRIPTION

18,000

From AW’s Aaron Hand; technology for flow production without interruption for industries including
metals, oil and gas, pulp and paper, water/wastewater
and utilities/power generation

13,000

From AW’s Stephanie Neil; technologies and trends in
batch processing, including manufacturing of chemicals, consumer packaged goods, food and beverages,
and pharmaceuticals

23,000

From AW’s David Greenfield; covering discrete
manufacturing, motion and safety for aerospace,
automotive, fabricated metals, industrial machinery,
material handling, logistics, OEM and machine building

MARKET FOCUSED
NEWSLETTER

Industrial
Internet of
Things

Mundo PMMI

DISTRIBUTION

38,000

40,000+

DESCRIPTION
From AW’s IIoT Desk; this newsletter is comprised
of supplier-provided videos and white papers; a
multi-sponsor newsletter.

Reach packaging, food processing and automation
professionals in Latin America in our Spanish language
newsletters. Learn more at PMMIMediaGroup.com/
aw/mundo-pmmi

(Newsletter circulation fluctuates; figures updated July 2019.)
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SINGLE-SPONSOR
NEWSLETTER SPECS
Our single sponsor newsletters offer 5 ad positions, all from one sponsor. These ads run on the
left side of the featured articles. The sponsoring company logo appears at the top of the ads. Each ad
includes an image, headline, descriptive copy and a unique URL.
Please submit the items indicated in the tables below. Materials are due one week before the
newsletter mail date.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR LOGO AND EACH OF THREE ADS
LOGO

HEADLINE

BODY COPY*

AD IMAGE

LINKING URL

5 MB max (gif,
jpeg or png)

85 characters
max

320 characters
max

5 MB max (gif,
jpeg or png)

Web address
for clickthroughs

*Automation Focus features ONLY your headline and image; it is a multi-sponsor
newsletter composed only of sponsored content.
Some newsletters include an IMU. These specs are:

SPECIFICATIONS FOR LOGO AND EACH OF THREE ADS
IMU DIMENSIONS

IMU FILE SIZE

IMU ACCEPTED FORMATS

300 x 250 px

50 K Max

jpeg or gif

SCHEDULING YOUR SLOT
Once you’ve reserved your newsletter ad, you’ll receive an email with a link to our ad portal,
where you can submit your ad materials. Materials are due one week prior to the newsletter
mail date. Note that all logos and/or ad images will be sized automatically by our ad
portal software to fit the requirements of the specific newsletter you reserved. If you have
additional questions, please contact your sales representative or Client Success Manager.
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E-BLAST OPTIONS
Educational content makes a great call-to-action item. Our templates accommodate videos and white
papers and offer third-party credibility with AW branding. Or you can supply us with your finished
HTML document. Receive leads from an audience that you select, based on a variety of demographics.
Learn more » PMMIMediaGroup.com/aw/e-blast-options

E-BLAST OPTIONS
CALL-TO-ACTION

E-BLAST DESCRIPTION

White Paper

White paper hero shot and download button (AW template)

Video

Video screen shot and “watch video” button (AW template)

Product update

Product screen shot and “learn more” button in a (AW template)

YouTube Videos

Four video screen shots with “see video” buttons that link directly to
YouTube (AW template with YouTube branding)

Advertiser Supplied HTML

Advertiser supplies finished HTML; AW deploys. See our requirements.

MATERIAL SPECS
WHITE PAPER

VIDEO/PRODUCT

MULTIPLE VIDEOS

YOUTUBE VIDEOS

ADVERTISER
SUPPLIED HTML

White paper or
linking URL

Video or
linking URL

Videos or
linking URLs

Videos or linking
URLs

Requirements:
Contact publisher

Subject Line: 60 character maximum (including spaces)
Headline:
85 char. max
(including spaces)

Headline:
85 char. max
(including spaces)

Headline for each
video; 70 char. max
(including spaces)

Headline for each
video; 70 char. max
(including spaces)

-

Description:
600 characters max
(including spaces)

Description:
600 characters max
(including spaces)

Description:
280 characters max
(including spaces)

-

-

Your logo and
330x 263 px hero shot

Your logo and
330x263 px hero shot

Images: 179x128 px

Your logo and
179x128 px images

-

E-blast material is due 7 days prior to deployment.
VIDEO SPECS		
			
			

• Length: 2-3 minutes recommended
• Format: Any popular format accepted (mpeg, AVI, MOV)
• File Size: 10 MB - 1 GB. We’ll convert and optimize for Web streaming.
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CUSTOM PODCASTS
Feature your subject matter expert in a custom Automation World podcast! This
exclusive opportunity will position your company as an industry thought leader.
Custom Podcast process:
Topic - The podcast topic should be one that is mutually agreed upon between the
sponsor and Automation World, following the “Automation World Gets Your Questions
Answered” format. The subject should be an automation-related technology, not a
discussion about a specific branded product.
Recording and posting - After recording the discussion between the SME and our
editor, our podcast producer will edit the file as necessary to produce a professional
quality podcast. The podcast will then be posted to AutomationWorld.com and other
major podcast sites like iTunes and Spotify. The sponsor will also get a copy of the audio
file.
Article - (optional) Automation World editors will write an article based on the podcast
discussion and post it to AutomationWorld.com, relevant newsletters and social media.
The sponsor will also receive a PDF of the article.
E-Blast Deployment - Automation World will produce a custom e-blast to AW’s
e-database, which includes two call-to-actions: one to listen to the podcast and one to
read the article (if produced).
Deliverables to advertiser
• Full contact information of everyone who clicks on the e-blast
• Finished audio file for your use
• PDF of published article
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PMMI AUDIENCE NETWORK
Reach your targeted prospects online in a whole new way! PMMI Audience Network ad products offer
effective options for getting in front of your ideal prospects as they browse online.
Choose recipients from our vast e-database of packaging, processing and automation professionals.
Select your audience by industry and interest and we’ll deliver your message to your targeted group
via hundreds of thousands of brand-safe websites, as well as Facebook and LinkedIn.
Our Audience Network products offer an affordable way to increase brand awareness and drive
traffic to your site using:
• Targeted Branding Ads
• Video Pre-roll
• Facebook Sponsored Posts & Videos
PMMI AUDIENCE NETWORK PRODUCT BENEFITS:
• No waste – you pick the precise audience you want
• Packaging and processing audience are validated through PMMI’s proprietary, D&B-enhanced algorithm
• All contacts are U.S. and Canada unless you explicitly request international reach

CHOOSE YOUR AUDIENCE
Various ways to target
These are just a few examples; contact your sales rep for the complete list.
• Broad reach
OEMs
Discrete manufacturing
Continuous process industries
Batch process industries
• By industry
Target by any SIC or NAICS code
Oil and gas including LNG
Chemical Processing
Food and Beverage
Medical Device
Consumer Packaged Goods
Pharmaceuticals
Electrical Utilities/Power Generation
Automotive, truck, marine transportation
Fabricated metals
Learn more » pmmimediagroup.com/
aw/audience-network

ISN’T THIS JUST RETARGETING?
No, actually. Retargeting is serving ads on
other websites to anonymous visitors who
recently visited your website. The PMMI
Audience Network is all about targeting
known qualified buyers, not anonymous
site visitors. The difference is the PMMI
database—consisting of trade show attendees
and subscribers to our magazines and
newsletters—is at the core. The ads are
triggered by who they are, not what they visit.
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LEAD GENERATION
Automation World offers the most advanced lead-generation products available for today’s
industrial marketers, with user-friendly reporting and sophisticated analytics.
STATE OF THE ART REPORTING
LeadWorks, our proprietary lead management platform, can automatically filter, classify and deliver
lead reports according to your preferences. Reports can be filtered by:
• Geography – identify an individual to receive all leads from a particular state, region or country.
• Industry – provide separate delivery instructions for leads from food & beverage, pharmaceutical
or other end user category.
• Frequency – choose to receive leads in real-time, nightly or weekly. (Log into LeadWorks
yourself anytime for real-time information.)
EXCLUSIVE CAMPAIGN ANALYTICS
You’ll love our real-time, comprehensive campaign analytics
in a variety of easy-to-consume formats. You can see the
actual results of your campaign by viewing the critical
numbers on screen and in colorful graphs and charts that
aggregate results for a wide range of demographics. Or
download Excel spreadsheets and graphics to use in your
own internal communications.
Real-time data is available by campaign and by company:
• BY CAMPAIGN – view the results of individual e-blasts, newsletters, etc.
• BY COMPANY – see your complete history of digital advertising with Automation World and
compare results by campaign type, date, etc.
Learn more » pmmimediagroup.com/aw/lead-generation

THE FOUR GOLDEN RULES FOR EMAIL OFFERS:
1. Give people a reason to click. A downloadable item of any type – or
a video – will ALWAYS outperform simply mentioning a new product.
2. Include a picture of the item they’ll be downloading or watching.
3. Put “White paper” or “Watch Video” or “Download” in the headline to
indicate that this is a call-to-action.
4. Y
 our ad copy should explain what people will learn by clicking –
“Watch this video to learn…”. It should NOT sell the product itself.
That’s what should happen after they click!
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SYNDICATED CONTENT
Our Syndicated Content package includes priority
location on our home page for two months, newsletter
distribution and social media posts for one affordable
package price.

Your content will appear in multiple locations
• AutomationWorld.com (81,000+ visitors monthly) positioned in an editorial location above the fold on
the home page for two months; your content will be
searchable
• Newsletter (38,000+ professionals) - appear in one
edition of either “Best of Blogs” or “Automation Skills”
newsletters, at the end of the editorial section, to the right of the advertising section
• Social Media Channels (45,000+) - your content will be posted on Automation World’s Twitter,
LinkedIn and Facebook accounts, once per week for four weeks

Choose from three content options:
• Article: Headline and deck will appear on the home page; visitors can click to read more with the
article hosted on AutomationWorld.com
• White paper (coming soon!) offered as a PDF download: We’ll host the PDF; click throughs bring
visitors to a landing page requiring name, company, email, city and state. Custom Questions
(maximum 2) are available for an additional charge of $350 per question.
• Video content: We’ll host the video. Visitors click through to a landing page with one-click to play
Learn more » pmmimediagroup.com/aw/syndicated-content
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WEBINARS
WEBINARS are a powerful way to share your industry expertise and position your company as a
thought leader in front of the automation community. Let us take care of the logistics, platform
and promotion while you focus on the content!
KEY BENEFITS
• Lead generation: You’ll receive detailed leads that fully capture the benefit of both a live and ondemand presence
• Full promotion—pre- and post-event—with three dedicated email sends to an audience
conforming to your desired selects, plus social media support. Opportunities for custom-tailored
registration questions to be added (Thought- Leadership Webinars)
• Expert moderation by Automation World’s highly respected editors
• On-demand presence extends for 12 months, supporting continued lead generation
• One-on-one speaker training and practice opportunities

Thought Leadership Webinar – Your content, your way!
You choose the topic and tell your story how you want it to be told. Although we do not create the
presentation or secure speakers—this is the responsibility of the webinar sponsor—we’re always
happy to act in an advisory capacity Prepare approximately 45 minutes of content, and our team
will support a positive experience from start to finish.

Learn more » pmmimediagroup.com/aw/webinars

» Sample On-Demand Webinars at AutomationWorld.com/webinars
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CUSTOM RESEARCH
VALUE-PACKED CUSTOM RESEARCH PACKAGE
Automation World has a decade of experience conducting custom research for industrial
automation vendors. We know your customers well, and have the expertise and database to
professionally take your project from concept to analysis to presentation of final results.
Our RESEARCH PACKAGE delivers two distinct reports from the same survey:
1. Market Research Report – This report features the public results of the survey, includes user
profiles, views, product use and market data. You can send this report to customers, and use it as
a call-to-action in your lead-gen advertising.
2. Brand Analysis Report – This private report features your brand analysis, benchmarking your
company against your competitive set, in the eyes of your customers. Learn how your company
and competitors are viewed, measure brand recognition and preferences with our Brand Analysis.
OUR METHODOLOGY - Your project will incorporate the following steps:
• Needs assessment – We have years of experience designing highly effective surveys. We’ll
conduct a thorough needs assessment to discover and confirm the information you are seeking.
• Survey design – Here’s where our understanding of your customer benefits you most. We’ll
translate your information needs into questions that our audience will answer. A common pitfall
at this juncture is to hire statisticians who often build overly complicated surveys that don’t
perform well. We know how to engage busy professionals with effectively written questionnaires
that will deliver meaningful insights from the intended target audience.
• Response – We will send your survey once, twice or more, (depending on the package you
choose), to garner the necessary data.
• Filters – We know how to screen out competitors, other suppliers, and distributors, to produce
a report that draws—as purely as possible—from end user responses.
• Analysis – We will analyze and report the results.
• Report Presentation – You’ll receive an attractively designed report that can be used as lead
generation call-to-action for your e-mail advertising.
• Bonus Brand Building & Thought Leadership – If your topic is appropriate, we’ll work with our
editors during the survey design to ensure it meets their requirements to be included as editorial
content in our magazine. Published research—which will include a credit to your company as the
sponsor—will appear in our print magazine and on our website.
Learn more » PMMIMediaGroup.com/aw/research
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SALES TEAM
Contact our U.S. sales team for print and digital advertising direct to the
Automation World audience.

REPRESENTATIVE

TERRITORY

CONTACT

Kurt Belisle
Publisher,
Automation World

West

kbelisle@pmmimediagroup.com
Phone: 815- 549-1034
Fax: 312-222-1310

Jim Powers
Regional Manager,
Automation World

Chicago, East, South and New
England

jpowers@automationworld.com
Phone: 312- 925-7793
Fax: 312-222-1310

Rick Angel
Regional Manager,
Automation World

Strategic Accounts

rangel@pmmimediagroup.com
Phone: 630- 805-3892
Fax: 312-222-1310

George Shurtleff
Production Manager

gshurtleff@pmmimediagroup.com
Phone: 312- 222-1010 x1170
Fax: 312-222-1310
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